
Be_Hold
Transform work environments 

with Be_Hold’s expansive product 

line and scalability for new levels 

of refinement, customization, and 

choice for personal storage.

Explore Be_Hold™ further at 
haworth.com/be_hold.
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Maximize space with under-
workstation storage with full 
extension slides.

Dampen and absorb sound 
for private conversations 
and recording purposes, with 
acoustical BuzziSpace screens 
and booths.

Storage for documents and 
personal items is provided by 
drawers and open cabinets.

For a premium aesthetic and 
unique design touch, specify 
textured laminates.

Add a pop of color or 
complement surroundings with 
designer painted pull options.

Make the design more 
affordable with an inset case 
back for pieces not visible from 
the back. (Full proud back also 
available.)

Helpful Tips

Creativity flows through this space, courtesy of lower screens. While 
offering some privacy and separation, they allow for impromptu 
conversations and collaboration sessions among the greater group to 
capture those “aha” moments that can happen anytime. When users are 
turned away from one another, they signal it’s time for heads down work. 
A unique configuration provides shared space on the ends for working 
through recorded material.  

Podcast Startup
Be_Hold Storage

8’-8”

30’-4”
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Create a smart balance of active 
and archival storage with a 
combination of drawers and open 
storage elements. 

Make file drawers more 
personal and customized by 
adding accessories.

Promote movement and position 
changes with Planes® and Hop® 
single-stage height-adjustable 
tables. 

Maximize efficient use of space 
with 16”-deep storage and unique 
accessories that allow for height-
adjustable table integration. 

Add storage and space division 
with a breadbox for personal 
items.

Helpful Tips

Reimagining a traditional application, this space combines a sophisticated 
palette and rich-feeling materials. Higher glass screens create an upscale 
look while separating the four workstations to provide privacy and focus 
for heads-down work. Drawer storage accommodates archival files, while 
open storage provides desktop convenience and places for personal 
belongings.

Accounting Firm
Be_Hold Storage

12’-6”

12’-3”
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Create endless configurations 
with modular components that can 
be mixed and matched as group 
needs change.  

Design scalability is created 
by cases and fronts mixed and 
matched in different colors.

Make efficient use of vertical 
space with upper stack-on units.

Add temporary personal 
storage for meetings, 
collaboration, and group projects 
with bag hooks on the center 
Cultivate table.

Helpful Tips

A large bar-height Cultivate™ table at the center of this 
space provides a place for people to gather. Here, students 
can perch on a stool to study or collaborate with others on 
a group project. A mix of drawer and door storage along 
the wall provides options for books and flat paper items to 
support a full range of resources. The lounge area is ideal 
for settling in with a good book or socializing with friends.

University – Student Library/ 
Resource Center
Be_Hold Storage

12’

18’
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Build design consistency with 
the Be_Hold line’s wide selection 
of products for spaces across the 
entire open floorplan.

Create warmth and variety with 
residential features, such as legs 
on the credenza and contrasting 
finishes.

Keep walkways open in a smaller 
space with sliding-door credenzas.

Design scalability is created 
by cases and fronts mixed and 
matched in different colors.

Support flexibility with mobile 
elements, such as PopUp tables.

Helpful Tips

This space is ideal for developers to test video games and other digital 
technology. The large screen allow for maximum visibility and can be used 
to host employee and client presentations. Under-screen storage cabinets 
hide games, headphones, controllers and other electronic equipment, 
while keeping it close at hand. Lounge furniture provides a comfortable 
place for testers to try out the games and sit for long periods of time. 
PopUp™ tables along the back provide a spot for coworkers to sit, watch, 
critique, and take notes. The side credenza is ideal for storing serving ware 
for guests.

Video Game Development 
Be_Hold Storage

22’

20’-3”
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Do more with less using vertical 
towers that create territorial 
boundaries, while providing 
personal storage space.  

Create functionality for visual 
cues with tackable screens and 
markerboard options on towers.

Add more temporary storage 
for personal items, like bags and 
sweaters with the worksurface-to-
storage bracket with hook.

Helpful Tips

This benching application provides a quick touchdown 
spot for field reporters who need a home base while in the 
office. Vertical elements provide ample storage, even in 
a small footprint. The open bookcase on top offers easy-
access active storage, while drawers on the bottom hide 
items away when not in use. Rich finishes options add an 
inviting touch that welcomes busy journalists and makes 
them feel at home.

Newsroom
Be_Hold Storage

9’

28’
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Support flexible, efficient 
workspaces in a smaller footprint 
with sliding door credenzas and 
slim mobile pedestals.

Create a softer, warmer 
aesthetic with mixed materials 
and finishes. 

Add a pop of color with a 
pedestal top liner.

Keep resources and tools 
nearby with easy access for all 
using lateral files.

Provide storage for unassigned 
spaces with a bank of lockers for 
personal items.

Helpful Tips

Here, a healthy lifestyle is encouraged and supported with 
an outdoor area for respite, yoga, or additional meeting 
space. Lockers are provided for employees to store 
athletic equipment and personal belongings. Sliding door 
and drawer cabinets store health food samples to be 
distributed, as well as client and vendor files. 

Health Food Company
Be_Hold Storage18’- 6”

34’- 9”
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Maximize space with multi-
functional solutions that not only 
serve as personal storage, but also 
space division.

Create secondary seating by 
adding cushions to storage tops.

Provide tools for creative 
externalization with 
markerboards on nooks.

Keep the space flexible and 
adaptable with mobile credenzas 
that allow easy reconfiguration.

Organize papers, books, etc. in 
an open cabinet with a C-Cubby.

Helpful Tips

In this office’s heads-down workspaces, bench-style desks and mobile 
storage provide designers with flexible support for the changing needs 
of their creative work and adaptive processes. Lower dividers separate 
each desk—in markerboard laminate for sketching and quickly capturing 
ideas—allow conversation to flow freely. Cushions on storage help 
facilitate touchdown meetings to review materials or make quick decisions 
to keep projects moving forward. 

Architecture & Design Firm
Be_Hold Storage

40
’

40’
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Customize functionality  
to support a full spectrum of 
activities throughout the day with 
Be_Hold’s breadth of variety and 
choice. 

Divide space in open-plan 
environments with modular 
elements that also provide 
functional storage and a finished 
look on all sides. 

Create meeting areas  
with Be_Hold elements and 
durable high-pressure laminate 
common tops.

Add a stationary storage area 
for people who move throughout 
the space to accomplish various 
tasks and activities using lockers, 
available in various heights to 
make use of vertical space as 
needed.

Helpful Tips

The hub of the Architecture & Design office, this multipurpose space is 
designed to be used for meeting and collaborating, as well as a heads-
down workspace to spread out drawings away from the rest of the team. 
The center functions as a more formal meeting space, while the banks on 
either side of the space not only offer storage,  but additional touchdown 
points or surfaces for serving clients within the space. 

A&D Collaboration/Meeting Space
Be_Hold Storage
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